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VARELA Patricia

From: Lynn Curtis <lynncurtis45@gmail.com>

Sent: 26 August 2018 23:50

To: Special Rapporteur On Extreme Poverty And Human Rights OHCHR

Subject: about the uk goverment

dear sir / madam....im writing to you because the uk goverments are treating the sick, disabled, mentally ill 

people very badly....mrs theresa may and mrs amber rudd of the conservatives have cut our esa and pip and 

they are making us go to wrag at the job centres to push us into work....they also paid medical assessors to 

lie and say we are all fit... 2 people with differant kinds of cancer were told they were fit for work and a 

week later they both died....there has also been 11,000 disabled suicides because of the benefit cuts and 

because we are all treated so badly....we get called lazy and stupid and other names that are so bad to 

say....theresa may was asked in parliament how she feels about the disabled suicides and she did not 

comment and when she was asked again....she refused to comment....and amber rudd said the disabled are a 

waste of space....i was hit by a car yrs ago but one of my legs was fixed wronge and i lost some memory and 

i had alot of internal damage and i suffer long term probblems with my back....ive been told my left leg and 

back will never be the same again.....before the accident i was fit and sporty and wanted to take part in the 

olympics but the accident stopped that completely....i can never do anything sporty again and i cant stand 

for longer then 10 minets and i cant walk far and i fall over alot...i am also having incontinant problems and 

im in pain everyday and i have flashbacks of my accident often and i am so affraid of been driven on big 

roads and im scared of small red cars....i also suffer from depression, anxiety, panic attacks, insomia, and i 

have anger issues....the conservatives dont even care about the homeless....because mrs may would sooner 

house migrants and terrorists then help the homeless.....mr corbyn of labour also asked her where some 

money went.....she is spending moneys and not declaring it and its parliaments money.....mrs may and mrs 

rudd are also cutting pensions and the torys are also trying to privatise the nhs and many people need 

operations and cant afford to go private so therefore they die....and when it was so cold in the uk....mrs may 

cut hospital staffs pay and hospitals ended up sort staffed then many ambulances were called for sick people 

and because of lack of staff the waiting rooms were full and people died in ambulances because they could 

not get urgent help.....then she tells the uk about brexit and leaving the eu....and lies to us all and sells us 

out.....she has been told to step down by thousands and some mps have walked out because she demands 

everything her own way and is rude and argumenative with other people....because of her there are 

thousands of angry people in the uk and the crime rate has gone up....shes made a huge mess of the uk.....in 

the cold weather many homeless died as well and the homeless are starving and the food banks are 

low.....mrs may and mrs rudd are causing poverty in the uk.....the disabled and sick and mentally ill need 

there full moneys back as well as moneys backdated....and disabled assesments need to stop.....also mrs may 

and mrs rudd are trying to cut off everyones money and change it to universal credit which will make 

thousands of people alot worse off......please help us.....yours sincerly....miss lynn curtis 


